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Janel Roberts(march 22 2012)
 
My poetry is something to vibe with and connect with. Understand where my
feelings are coming from and what my words mean.. Im a very intellectual
human being and love bring my imagination to reality.. Stay tuned ;)
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1: 39 A.M
 
Looking at the time..my mind isn't sober
Just peeped the calendar it's the second day of October..
Better yet it's another day, I'm lost and confused
Taking it one day at a time but I don't know what to do..
 
 
This year has been crazy and nothing like I imagined..
Moving on into a different life.. but its just time that is passing..
! year and some change.. that could've been us
but I was so quick and tired that I gave up..
Betrayed, Disrespected.. I learned my lesson
and that's why I left my old stuff cause I was ready for the blessing..
 
No blessings yet only hurt and despair
I would hit you up but I know you wouldn't care
Bothering you with my problems.. I know its the least of your concern
But... I'm not well... I'm talking with a slur
Trying concentrate but my vision is so blurry lol
 
I'm just messing its 1: 50 now...Why am I up?
 
Janel Roberts
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Alexis..
 
Kiss me please like you mean it..
I wanna feel your love.
Kiss me please, I just can't get enough..
I want to feel your arms wrapped around my body.. Like you miss me. Do you?
Cause I miss you.
I wanna lay on your chest while you hold me in you're arms
Let me wake up to you every morning...watch you sleep so peacefully
Make you breakfast in bed, I wanna give you my energy
I wanna spend my life with you. Promise to make your days worth while
I would do anything just to see you smile.. Like you used to.. Good times I only
see...
A love like ours baby.. It's meant to be...
I wanna love you like im not afraid to fall...
And when im with you i feel invincible.
You give me the type of strength that keeps me moving forward. I wanna
achieve more because your by my side..
 
Kiss me please... Like you mean it.
I'll give you all my love...
And I promise baby... I'll never give up..
 
Janel Roberts
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Autumn Season
 
It's that time of year again, my friend
Can't wait to go out and pick some pumpkins!
I love this season better than I love spring
Because its close to Halloween, candy and such things
But, I love the Autumn leaves.. the trees have such a pretty color
Great vibes and just memories
 
I could walk through an empty street full of leaves on the ground
There's nothing there.. just the sweet sound of the wind blowing in my hair...the
leaves floating in mid air..
Sadly I always get sick around this season lol
 
Janel Roberts
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But I Tried..
 
I wanted to love all of you
but that wasn't good enough..
I tried to be there for you
even through the harder stuff
 
I gave up everything to be with you
and now you throw me to the dirty how could you?
I'm all stressed out because of one chick you cant let go
Why am I here? Why did I say yes to the messy plan you had
when I saw the red flags I should've took a step back
But I didn't and now look at me
 
What will change? what will be different this time
why am I getting crazy! ! Am I out my mind... All these signs tell me to leave..
but I don't want to go.. I don't want to give up yet
but you don't get it its fine...
but I tried... I tried to be the girl you need
but I'm losing myself for no reason.
 
Janel Roberts
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Chris.. I
 
You are really nothing like I imagined a man would be..
Some how you wanna be all infatuated with me..
Attractions are mutual but not quite the same..
we both know what we want and we don't wanna play the love game..
 
But you have such a charming smiling and a pretty face
I know I feel something for you.. well that's just not the case..
the only thing I wanna feel is pleasure when your around
Make me body arouse by every touch and sound..
Your words turn me on.. I'm in a mood to do ya
but watch what you say to me cause don't let me pretty face fool ya
I'm a little crazy in the head, insane in the mind..
I may look so innocent but baby I'm not kind lol
 
Watch out for me sweetie cause I'm quick like flash my guy
Chris.. I just wanna tell you I..
 
Janel Roberts
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Coffee
 
I knew I couldn't hide my feelings
and I thought you saw it too
When you asked me, &quot; Hey you wanna grab coffee&quot; out of the blue
thought it was my chance, my moment.. finally my dreams coming true
Its a date I know it is and its with you!
Dreaming of this day every night when I go to sleep
The day has come! why am I so nervous its only a first date
I get a text from you &quot;I'm On My Way! &quot; I got so many butterflies in
my tummy I cant believe it..
 
But the sad reality is.. it was just coffee no date no nothing
just a cup full of disappointments and sadness.. All my hopes just went down the
drain.. and after this day I wont ever be the same
 
Janel Roberts
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Cold Nights
 
I can't sleep as the silence filled my head
I look to the other side of the bed..
So empty..in yet so many memories as we laid down here many times
I never thought I would be here all alone tonight.. Just so restless
The pitch black surface of the room has light peeking through
Other people are up just like me and I find myself.. accepting this
Time and space and peace with oneself..
Strangely, I ease my head back down on my pillow
Deeply breathing in all that air as I slip slowly in to my concluded dream world. I
am at peace
 
Janel Roberts
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Drugs
 
I wanna inhale you forever and ever
through the crazy mixed up weather..
Wanna drown myself with you in my system
Just an innocent little girl playing victim
 
I need more and more.. staying high out of my mind
just doped up on my own strange addictions..
Your scent, that smell.. the feeling I get when I take a whiff
Love it so much... My drug I love you
 
Janel Roberts
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Head Above Water
 
I can barely breathe I need to come up for air
At the bottom of the ocean I wish you were here..
Something holding me back keep me below
its got a hold on me and it wont let me go
I keep picturing you in my head that your saving me from drowning
but deep down all I can hear is my heart pounding
when I think I'm at the top I'm getting knocked back down again this is the end
I cant fight this feeling no more I just want to give up
 
I want to see your face one last time
look me in my eyes one last time, one kiss.. that's all that's on my mind
I'm coming for you! I'm not giving up! I'm swimming back up for you baby
I finally did it even when things were becoming harder
I finally got my head above water.. Save me
 
Janel Roberts
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He's A Writer
 
I can tell from the look In his eye he probably haven't slept for weeks
nothing but a pencil in front of him and a plain white sheet
what will he write? What will it be this time?
a old man on the street searching for his dime? or about a kid going down to the
candy shop
Stock up his pockets with lollipops? !
 
But, my ideas are probably too vulgar
he has to finish this story by the end of October
I love this guy, always so full of plans
no matter what he writes I'll always be his number one fan
 
Late nights like this.. no sleep its an all night-er
Saying to myself as I lay back.. He's a writer..
 
Janel Roberts
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I Just Wanted You To Love Me
 
I know I'm not perfect and I dont try to be
But tell me what you see when you look at me..
Tell me what you feel.. What you think I promise to be patient with you
Just tell me what it is and i got you.
I know im not nice and my attitude is uncaring.
But if you sit down with me and start i will start sharing...
I have my issues especially with trust
But im hoping i could trust you and that'll be enough.
I usually don't let people in...
Only cause i'm scared....
There's demons in my head i'm afraid to speak of...
I start talking and its the final end of me... And you
 
 
Im sorry im not perfect but everything that i'll give to you..comes from within
I just wanted you to love me...
While im trying to love myself...
Its not easy to do but with you i just need help...
Tell me you'll stay and that you'll never leave me...
Promise no matter what you'll always keep me close.. In your arms...
Tell me please.. Just tell me...
 
Im not perfect and i wont try to be
But all i wanted.. Was for you to keep loving me..
 
Janel Roberts
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I Want A Woman
 
There's something about women that I am so pleased and intrigued..
So open and free yet they could be so mean..
Talented beings, with a head on their shoulders..
Always having a vision for the future and wanna move forward
Endless styles in clothes and the way they wear their hair..
Beauty at its fineness and its so unfair..
They get treated like trash, their stuff flashed.. on the internet.. how immature
people can be
Just wanna be the guidance and shoulder she needs..
How vulnerable they are when their asleep soundly into their dreams
its a beautiful picture.. its okay to admire a person as strong, confident, and
independent.. Woman are everything
and As a Woman like myself.. I'm attracted to the never ending evolving cycle of
woman doing their thing and being the best they can be
 
Janel Roberts
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It Wasn't Real
 
I loved you....I cared about you.. deeply
everything that you put me through.. trust me it wasn't easy..
But you sat there any way...and took over my mind.
Changed my whole perspective of thing.. oh yes. I was blind.
Couldn't see past that sweet innocent face..
You made your mark on me and evidence were erased..
It was all a beautiful dream and something I wanted for so long
But, the sad reality is.. it was a nightmare all along...
I tried to be nice and let go of all the signs... but Oh yes once again my friend.. I
was blind
Blind by her looks, her voice and the depth..
Although, I wanted to love her I didn't see the bad crept
She gave me love and everything I could dream...
but, really she was feeding me bullshit from her schemes...
I gave up half of who I am to be what she needed..
and for some reason it wasn't enough...
I thought it was true.. I thought this was real...
I beg god for so long to let this pain heal... but it didn't..
I opened my heart up just to see you cut the strings..
And knowing how much I can't live without you.. It didn't mean a thing..
It wasn't real... Just a thought entertained by my illusions...
I tried to make out the motive but didn't come to any conclusion...
Yes, My friend you have guessed so right.. something so dark CANsee the light..
and now that I know the truth It can't be veil..
Everything that was..... It wasn't REAL...
 
Janel Roberts
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Just Not Ready
 
I don't know if I'm ready to love or fall
My mind is so oblivious to feelings.. I really can't recall..
my only doubt is that you will fall out of love with me
and tell me.. &quot;Things aren't what they seem&quot;..
But you made your feelings perfectly clear..
I don't know if I want to express my feelings or if I want you to know them..
All I know is that your good.. too good for me and I think I don't deserve you..
but if I fall in love trust me I don't want to hurt you...
I just want something one day that might be steadily..
I'm sorry if you want me.. I'm just not ready..
 
Janel Roberts
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Late Nights
 
These conversations some times really gets me going
Swift move of energy in the room just keeps on flowing
I'm very sexual but intellectual.. and your skeptical
typical, Tell me you don't put me in your visual?
Politically, Im super anxious and I mean that..
I'm craving a little affection I bet you see that..
So why waste time? What are we waiting for Dear?
We sip a couple of drinks.. and none of them were beers ;)
 
Triggered! I'm heated in the moment cause I want It
But the only thing your thinking about is that we should be &quot;Platonic?
&quot;
Are you done? I wanna have some fun.. I wanna see all the ways of making you
Come...Ha. but just a little, I wanna play you like a fiddle..
But if this is something you don't want? I'll be sentimental..
Look I don't wanna fight..
But every time we get together I want them late nights..
 
Janel Roberts
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Losing Faith
 
Everyday, it's the same old routine..
people talking about &quot;You need to do something&quot; please... shut up
I don't want to give up but what else is there..
Hunting and searching life just isn't fair
 
I don't wanna do the same thing but what is there to do
Living in a negative household where everyone talks about you
They cant support you because they cant even support their self
Left in a world with no body else but me.. cause I pushed them away
 
 
Fighting a battle in my head.. and I'm losing all over
I keep on trying and keep on dying just to start back over..
I cant keep feeling this way.. living today just don't understand...
I'm going through enough problem.. got a lot on my plate..
Keeping praying and hoping but I'm losing faith
 
Janel Roberts
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My Little Headache
 
You say the most stupid things at times
I wonder why.. why is he so stupid?
Makes me laugh with all his crazy scenario and thoughts of the world
Sometimes I think &quot; Wow I'm a lucky girl&quot; with a weird friend
but he's my lover.. all the pain he tries to cover, I see right thru you
Don't pretend and lie.. I know what your feeling and you don't have to hide..
You act crazy, lazy, maybe your just being yourself..
No matter how mad I get or upset you make me
Your still my little headache
 
Janel Roberts
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No Answer
 
&quot;Please leave a message for -&quot;
She's just busy, probably touring all over the city
But then it hit me.. it's kind of late
Could it have been my mistake to call at this time of night
But my mind is curious.. I know we haven't seen each other and I don't want to
get delirious, because I'm anxious.. I don't have patience
&quot;What good would it be if I knew how you felt about me? &quot;
You probably don't have the time right now for such actions
But sweetheart I have so much attraction for you..
Here I am a again I'm at a dead end.. Thinking of ways to enhance this..
Waiting patience for No answer.. Miss
 
Janel Roberts
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No Feelings
 
Something in my mind told me this wasn't the end
I went and typed the message and than pressed &quot;Send.&quot;
Waiting and watching.. But there's no reply..
I said a lot of stuff, but guess what? I LIED!
I'm not over you yet
I'm not over all the things we did
and the last time I saw you it finally hit..
You were no longer mine and I couldn't have you back
Karma was a real Itch but I didn't crack..
I never looked back and I just kept moving forward.
My emotions got the best of me, but lesson learn
if I'm going to love someone else.. I have to love myself first
I can't feel what you feel or see what you see
cause in the end... YES! your really did hurt me.. But I hurt you too and I'm
sorry from the bottom of my soul
I loved you, yes and I promised to never let go, but I did and please forgive me
When I say this is true..
I would have never found myself If I had never met you
No harm done, No shame at all
no feelings... no feelings... I'm sorry.
 
Janel Roberts
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Numb
 
I don't feel anything..
Maybe it's just me, But moments like this.. it feels creepy
I don't react like I use to or cry out of the blue
Searching for answers like the Mystery Gang.. Can you find a clue?
 
I'm on mute like there's no sound..
My lips are moving, but I can't hear nothing coming out.. What's the issue? !
I don't know.. something inside has changed.. &quot;No Feelings&quot; maybe..
Although it is kind of strange..
 
I replay all the moments and they rewind back in my head..
Remember all the bits and pieces of what I said.. Such a blur, but I can't focus..
My mind is wondering places.. intoxicated by faces.. I feel dumb
but I guess that's better than being numb
 
Janel Roberts
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Obsessed!
 
I can imagine laying next to you while you sleep..
Listening to your every breath while you dream
You may not want me and that's okay.. I'll keep coming back; } Lets do things
my way
I get jealous when another girl has your attention
I didn't wanna hurt her but she needs to learn a lesson
Even if you aren't mine.. you still are.. I'm the only girl you need! ! !
There could be no one else but me! ! You hear me! !
Ima a psycho.. my mind is quite insane.. But lets spicy it up.. I wanna play a
game
If you had to choose between death and me what would it be? You better not say
death! YOU BETTER NOT LEAVE ME! !
I go crazy when you put your phone on vibrate..
I'm loving this attraction.. because look at your reaction.. don't be scared.. I'm
here.. Your safe me
Watch me close as I slip out of my dress
Call me what you want.. obsessed..
 
Janel Roberts
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One Way
 
I need to go..
I just can't be home.. It's time I go out on my own
Just have pack my bags and never look back
This is my life now I have to face facts..
Do I wanna leave this city of mine?
The people I love so sweet and so kind..
But, in yet I must! I must go I wanna see the world some day
Paris, London, Canada who knows where I'll stay..
I just need to find myself I need to get away..
To city and towns, Countries all around
This is a game for me I wanna play
Off I go on my epic quest One Way
 
Janel Roberts
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Only Saything This Once
 
If you don't like my poems you do not have to read them.
Any negative comments on my poems and i will have to block you and
everything about you. so this is a fair warning to &quot;those&quot; who feel like
my poetry is a waste. I feel as though my poetry is me and i am a very
outspoken woman who shares whats in her heart at all times. IF YOU CANT VIBE
WITH ME? ? ? STAY AWAY THANK YOU! ! ! !
 
Janel Roberts
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Panda
 
Sweet as can be and the cutest thing I've ever seen
tell me.. How can panda's be so mean?
The softest fur I've ever touched
I love pandas! ! I can't get enough
From the black and white frame I see them in
In some unique way they all do fit in..
We can't be the divided because we are one
The same people under a different sun
The bamboo you eat from the trees
all that surrounds you is green little leaf's
I love pandas always! !
 
Janel Roberts
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Roller Coaster Madess
 
You have to be very quiet...and be very still...
Don't move a muscle and just breathe...
Listen to you're heart beat...
 
&quot;Ca thump... ca thump... Ca thump...Ca thump...&quot;
 
Can you hear it? .. Now let me whisper something in your ear...
Life is a crazy roller coaster... You only have one shot to get on live it.
Nobody can stop you from wanting to get off.. Because its a crazy ride.... We all
go on the right path some how just to take a crazy, hard left turn to reality...
Just to hit rock bottom. There's nothing but the sweet smell of emptiness...
Sadness... Sometimes its madness... So let's ride and try to enjoy the moment..
 
But guess what? We dont stay this low for so long...there's light my friend...
There's a way.
As we slowly pick up the paced with our life and where this path is taking us...
We end up back on top, not to go down to that sad, lonely space we thought we
were heading back too...no our life moves in a spiral. We can choose to live life
and go with the flow to laugh or have fun creating memories... Or we can take
this road to a place we never thought we would reach in a million years.... The
end.
 
Janel Roberts
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Sex
 
What is that? lol
Something that I've tried.. only a few times to learn there are
consequences..Sad, Sad reality checks..
 
Janel Roberts
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She's Finally Mine
 
They say if you're patient good things will come
and finally i have found the one
the only person i can call my own
the only person's voice i wanna hear on the phone
She makes my world bright like i've never seen before
Her smile and beauty i couldn't ask for more
She's all I want and all that I will ever have
and with that i am glad and i thank the lord for another chance at love
I used to believe that love was a myth and just thinking about how it always
made me sick
but love is a beautiful thing to cherish especially if its with the right one..
I am truly happy and at peace with myself
and i promise to god i wll not out anyone else before her
she will forever be number one and the only one
She is her and she is mine
 
Janel Roberts
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So Far But Not Gone
 
You went away so fast I forgot to say good bye
I remember your hugs with every 'Hi'
Every kiss was like heaven scent
and every 'I love you' I said... I meant..
It was like yesterday you were in my arms
I tried keeping you safe away from harm
But I had to let you go, not for you but for me
I saw in your face that you weren't truly happy
I felt like I was hurting you, Couldn't bear the pain
and even after I tell you the truth things wouldn't even be the same...
I cherished every moment I had with you
and now that you're gone I dont know what to do
Both living different lives, in different places
my heart can't stand the distances.. im losing my patiences
Some how I still think about us
what would have happened if I never gave up
All you have is your life ahead of you, I got my career
So far but not gone...I wish you were here..
..
 
Janel Roberts
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Still Hurts
 
I can't cry anymore cause what good will that do?
Everyday.. I'm trying hard not to miss you
Day by Day, month after month.. I'm trying
but I'm lying to myself thinking I'm over it.. I'm not
These memories are eating me alive in side..
I wanna be the bigger person and I always put my pride aside..
Why can't this be a nightmare.. I just wanna wake up
and you'll be back in my arms..
I don't wanna picture you with another I don't..
I wont! I just wont! .. Please.. come back to me
I played with fire and I got burnt..
I keep on smiling but I'm still hurt..
 
Janel Roberts
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Struggle
 
Every day is a challenge filled with battles I cant win
The stuff I commit is all in sin
I try to have hope and wish that things will turn around for me
but they don't that's just reality
I lose faith in the universe because my life is spiraling
All my trouble and problems just keeps on piling
I have to handle that and take care of this
I'm so fed up with the bull shh
When will my life start looking up
when I think I get anywhere I'm back to being stuck..
My back is against the wall and I have no one to call
I just have to pick myself up every time I fall
But I'm tried of that I'm tried of this hustle
I just don't want to struggle
 
Janel Roberts
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Tragic
 
I'm disgusted by the lack of action I see
You talk a good game, but do you really want me?
You're looks are decent and style is intimidating
You see me laugh but guess what I'm not playing..
I don't have time for games or temporary matters
Thanks for all the compliments.. yes I'm soo flattered.. but I don't care
anymore..
Your such a bore now get out my face and leave.. just shut the door.
Tragic
 
Janel Roberts
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Triggers
 
I know when somethings wrong cause you put me on silent..
I try to understand you.. but things can get very violent..
Why do you tell me lies and make me cry...I hate that I'm so quick to forgive you
and let it slide...
You put me down each time and I still stand by..
Nothing has changed.. I'm only watching the time fly
 
 
Its the little things you do...and it hurts and its not fair
All the guys that come my way I'll think they don't care
Every time their upset.. I'll think its because of me
Every time they wanna hug me I think they wanna hit me
My mind is paranoid...cause I think their telling lies
Why did you have to hurt me and make me go blind..
 
I'm so deranged...and delusional.. its weird
The guy that I fell in love with...didn't really care..
Now I'm lost in the world what's right? .. What's wrong?
I'm triggered...
 
Janel Roberts
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Why..
 
I lay awake sometimes at night...listening to the broken glass shatter in my
heart.
I can feel every piece hitting the floor like a beating drum. As the tears from my
eyes stain my pillow case.. My head is filled with thoughts of you...
What went wrong? .. What could've changed? ...
Was it my fault? But no...no its not that... Maybe it's the sweet nothingness you
whispered into my ear to give me hope...The empty promises you made but
never kept them. The anger in you're voice as you spoke to me signified..I've
done something wrong...but what? ...
 
What changed? ... What changed? Why must you paint such a beautiful world for
me and set it on fire to watch me burn... Why.
 
Why would you make me smile if seeing me cry gave you power? ...
I lay here in my sorrow hoping tomorrow would be different... But it's the same
old pain just a different day I suppose...
 
 
Why me? Why must I cry for you...why must I feel so worthless.....
 
I need to get better... I need to get better.. I need you..
 
Janel Roberts
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You Hear That?
 
If you close your eyes and listen closely..
You can hear the small piece of my heart decomposing.
Everything that I felt.. Everything.. That I was.. Im not her anymore...
You can hear it in my tone of voice... How unpleased i am.
You can see it it in my eyes how in pain i am in..
 
 
I lay my head down on my pillow
My mind waits for the sweet nothing less
To cloud my mind...
I just wanna feel something different...
I just wanna be different...
 
Each and every piece that falls to thr ground... Tells a story...
And each story that i made comes to an end after all...
But you hear that? ?
Im going insane... I can't handle the thrill
I close my eyes hoping my wounds would heal....
I feel stuck in the place i thought was unimaginative
And i never got a chance to feel the true meaning of love....
 
You hear that? ?
 
Janel Roberts
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You Look At Me
 
I smile, you smile.. It's heaven bliss
Two laughs, one hug and a kiss..
Silly names, playing games what a shame..
I'm funny, your corny.. its kind of lame..
 
But in a strange way you adore me
never put no one before me
Our love is intertwined and I am blinded by the voices in my head
Deeper feelings and thoughts that I have never said...
 
You're in love with me and although my wounds aren't heal
You couldn't help but feel the energy I bring, the love I have saved..
If only I was strong enough and brave.. to tell you the truth..
 
I'm confused by my illusions even with no constitutions
I don't wanna be left on the battle field losing..
if this is real? tell me that.. show me the evidence and facts
I wanna love you in every kind of way.. so what do you say?
 
With that stupid look on your face.. you pull me close and kiss me
My eyes are closed shut and you whisper.. Look At Me..
 
Janel Roberts
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